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20. Cuckoos' Eggs and Evolution.

By E. C. Stuart Bakee, F.Z S.
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(Plates I.-IY.*)

Much has recently been written on Cuckoos and Cuckoos'
eggs, in some cases the writers having laid down laws and
accepted facts as proved on very insufficient data. Certain of

these writers, who have watched the actions of individual
Cuckoos and who have spent much time and money on their

valuable observations, have theorized on the presumption that
what one Cuckoo does all Cuckoos do. Other writers, also from
watching one bird, essay to prove that the former are wrong
because their observations do not have the same result as their

own. As a matter of fact both are equally correct, the result of

their observations are of great value, and their work worthy of

all praise so long as they do not pose as authorities, able to prove
or disprove theories, until their experiences are far wider.

For over forty years now I have studied Cuckoos, and the
older I grow and the more I know about these birds, the more
certain I am that I have not yet sufficient data to enable me to
do more than roughly outline certain theories and point out what
there is in support of them.

Curiously enough, the most interesting of all Cuckoo subjects
is the one which seems to have been most avoided. I refer to
the evolution of Cuckoos' eggs resembling the eggs of their foster
parents sufficiently well to enable them to escape destruction.
Perhaps this is because our British Cuckoo, Ctoculus canorns
canorus, is only a very i-ecently evolved type of Cuckoo and
within its few thousand years of existence has not yet had time to
eliminate those members of its species which lay eggs dissimilar
to those of the birds it selects as fosterers. To find really satis-

factory instances of perfected or far advanced evolution, or of
evolution in an obvious stage of transition, we have to go abroad
and examine the eggs of such genera as Olamator, Coccystes,

Eierococcyx, etc. Amongst these we may hope to find sufficient

evidence to enable us to show what has already taken place and,
by analogy, to learn what is probably taking place at the present
day amongst other genera and species.

The material from which I have drawn my deductions consists
of some 2500 Cuckoos' eggs collected from Europe, Asia, and
Australia (not Africa), but principally from India where Cuckoos,
of many species, are exceedingly common. As I have already

* For explanation of the Plates see pages 293, 294.
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said, this material is insuflScient for me to pretend that I have
learnt all that there is to know about Cuckoos and their eggs, but

it seems sufficient to prove that :

—

(1) In some genera and species evolution is only in its earliest

stages

;

(2) In others it has progressed much further ; and

(3) In certain genera and species it has arrived at perfection

or finality.

Before proceeding to examine these three conditions in detail,

it may be as well fco propound the theory of evolution as accepted

by me in this connection.

It will be probably generally admitted that the original pro-

genitors of Cuckoos laid white eggs and that they continued to

do so for a very long period after all trace of their reptilian

ancestry had disappeared. In fact, this persists to the present

day amongst those Cuckoos of the genera Centropus, Rhopo-
dytes, etc., etc., which are not parasitic. The belief of course

entails the acceptance of the theory that parasitic Cuckoos have
acquired their curious habit and not that non-parasitic Cuckoos
have grown out of it. If we accept this theory of an original

white or nearly white egg, it will be necessary also to accept the

fact that there has been some degree of evolution in almost all

parasitic Cuckoos' eggs, for white eggs are very rare amongst
Cuckoos and even those which are white are quite different in

character to the glossless dead white or yellow- white of most
reptiles' eggs. If, however, we accept the theory that all

Cuckoos' eggs were originally white, we have again to accept the

probability that all other birds' eggs were white and, this being

so, we should expect that the Cuckoo's Qgg would have developed

pari passio with the eggs of the bird in whose nest it was
deposited. Other birds' eggs have acquired certain coloration,

shapes, sizes, etc., in each case for some definite purpose which
has aided it to escape destruction. In some instances the

purpose for which the character has been acquired is obvious.

Many birds which lay their eggs on the ground lay such as are

beyond doubt protectively coloured ; some lay eggs conspicuously

coloured to enable the owners to distinguish their own eggs

among colonies ; others lay eggs so shaped that they cannot roll

ofi" narrow ledges of clifis
;

yet others lay eggs so large that the

chicks emerge fledged and able to take care of themselves from
the start, whilst in many other instances we are still too ignorant

of the demands of nature to know why the characters exhibited

have been acquired.

Why then have not the eggs of all parasitic Cuckoos arrived

at the same degree of evolution as those of other birds ? Simply
because Cuckoos are a modern creation and even amongst
Cuckoos the parasitic habit is more modern than the bird and
amongst those again which have acqiiired this habit, some have
taken to it later than others.

All sorts of fantastic theories have been advanced as to how
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Cuckoos' eggs have attained similarity to those of their fosterers

but really this evolution has been brought about in the simplest
manner. Wemay presume that at one time all the eggs of any
one particular kind of Cuckoo were vi^hite and that they were
laid promiscuously in any birds' nests which were handy. If

among these there had been a suitable fosterer with white eggs,

there would have been little or no evolution or alteration in the
Cuckoo's egg. What would have occurred would merely have
been that those white eggs placed in fosterers' nests with white
eggs would have been hatched in far greater numbers than those

which were placed with contrasting eggs and gradually the latter

would have been eliminated whilst the former would have sur-

vived. This is, indeed, what seems to have happened in a few
cases as I will show later on. But in the majority of instances

it is evident that there were either no suitable fosterers laying
white eggs or that they were not in sufficient numbers to be able

to act both as foster-parents to the Cuckoo and also perpetuate
their own race. Amongst the Cuckoos' eggs, however, there
were probably some which were abnormally coloured with faint

blue, red, or some other colour. Now, if these were placed
alongside the eggs of foster birds with somewhat similarly

coloured eggs, they would escape detection in greater proportion
than the quite pure white ones, whilst among the former again
those eggs with the deepest tinge v/ould escape more often than
the others and so, just by the gTadual elimination of the most
unfit, we finally obtain a coloui'ed egg so close to that of the
fosterer that no further elimination is required.

Evolution in the Cvickoo's egg has, in fact, proceeded as in all

other phases of evolution. Destruction and creation are synony-
mous terms in evolution ; the unfit have perished and the more
fit survived, the latter in their turn being wiped out as yet
better adapted individuals took their place.

In discussing the three degrees of evolution, referred to above,
it will pi'obably be more convenient if we examine the third
degree, i. e., that of perfect evolution first, and bring forward
whatever proofs are possible in support of my theories.

Perfect evolution in a Cuckoo's egg must mean that a degree
of resemblance in colour, combined with size and shape, has been
arrived at which is sufficient to ensure the continuation of the
species in its proper numerical proportion with, or without, other
controlling factors. There will, therefore, be no variation in

such egg and comparatively little variation in the genera and
species of birds selected as fosterers. Finally, such a state of

evolution also infers that there is an ample supply of suitable

fosterers laying eggs of the type to resemble which the Cuckoo's
egg has been evolved.

No finer examples can be given of perfected evolution than the
eggs of Clamator jacohinus, the Pied Crested Cuckoo, and Eiero-

coccyx vcirius, the CommonHawk Cuckoo, the two most common
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Cuckoos in India. These Cuckoos lay deep blue eggs which they

deposit in the iiests of birds of the genera Argya and Ttcrdoides,

two of the most common and universally distributed genera of

birds in the Empire of India, which also lay similarly coloured

eggs of about the same size and shape. Here we have two

Cuckoos of different genera laying eggs so closely alike that it is

practically impossible to separate them except by their size and

the colour of the yolk. Even in size^ however, they constantly

overlap whilst, though the Hawk Cuckoo generally laj^s earlier

in the year than does the Crested Cuckoo, in many places both

birds are laying simultaneously. The genera Argya and Tur-

doides both lay unicoloured blue eggs, very glossy, hard-shelled

and broad, blunt ovals in shape. The Cuckoos both lay eggs

very similar in colour but with a softer, more satiny surface,

less glossy and with much thicker shells. In shape they are more
spherical or elliptical and in size generally a trifle larger than

the eggs of Ttordoides and much larger than those of Argya.

In some instances both these eggs, as I have already said, are

practically indistinguishable from those of the fosterer when
lying side by side, though when being blown they are very easily

distinguishable by the great thickness of the shells of the

Cuckoos' eggs and by the colour of the yolks which are a much
paler yellow, especially in the eggs of Clamator.

In these instances we have all the factors which seem to be

necessary to hasten evolution. In the first place we have as

suitable foster-parents two nearly allied genera containing

numerous species of birds which are vei-y numerous from the

level of the plains vip to about 4000 feet over practically the

whole of India, Burma, and Ceylon. In addition to this, their

breeding-season is very protracted and they are excellent

mothers and fathers. Finally, they are very clever birds, and
possibly elimination of dissimilar eggs would proceed with these

fosterers faster than with most.

Another and almost exactly similar instance of perfect evolu-

tion is that of Clamator coromandus, the Red-winged Crested

Cuckoo. This bird has a different breeding range to that of the

last two, and is found from the foothills of the Eastern Hima-
layas, throughout the hills of Burma up to about 5000 feet, but it

is most commonas a breeding species at 1000 to 2000 feet. The
most common birds Avithin this area are the Laughing Thrushes

of the family Timaliidce. Amongst these the genera Bryonastes

and Garridax contain the most numerous and most widely spread

species and amongst these again the two species Garridax ononi-

liger and G. pectoralis are the two which are found throughout

this great extent of country in the greatest numbers. These two

birds, which are outwardly extremely alike, are the ones we
should expect to find acting as fosterer to the Bed-winged

Crested Cuckoo, and so it is. These two Laughing Thrushes both

lay pale blue eggs, and the Cuckoo lays an egg exactly similar

in colour and about the same in size but differing not only in
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texture but also in shape for, whereas the Laughing Thrushes
normally lay i-ather long, oval-shaped eggs, this Cuckoo lays the

most spherical of all eggs in the family.

This is rather interesting, for we find that not only is a

spherical egg a very common form in reptiles, but that the

more primitive non-parasitic Cuckoos also often lay spherical

eggs. It would rather seem, therefore, as if shape was not a

characteristic of much importance in birds' eyes, a theory which
is confirmed by the difference in shape obtaining between other

Cuckoos' eggs and those of their fosterers. Probably we may
take this as a case of " complete evolution " if not of " perfect

evolution," as all that is necessary has been achieved by the

production of an egg similar in size and colour to that of the

fosterer.

Yet another instance of complete, though not perhaps perfect,

evolution may be found in the eggs of the Koel, Eudynamis
scolopaceus, which lays its eggs in the nest of various species of

the Gorvidce. Here we have birds, looked upon as the most
astute of all the Passerine birds, regularly duped by a smaller

bird, although everyone who knows India and who has taken

the most superficial interest in birds, is fully aware that the

Crow, Avhatever his species or race, has the bitterest instinctive

hatred of the Koel.

The Koel is a large bird, and really belongs to a section of the

Cuckoo family, the other members of which are non-parasitic.

She naturally requires fosterers who are in a position to obtain

a very large quantity of animal food for the voracious youngsters

and, probably, in the area she occupies, the Crow is the only bird

found from Ceylon to the Malay Archipelago whose habitat is

as widespread as her own and who could furnish such food.

Accordingly we find that an egg has been evolved by the

process of elimination sufiiciently perfect for the purpose of

hoodwinking the Crows and ensuring perpetuation of the

Cuckoo. Crows' eggs are too well known to need much descrip-

tion but, roughly, they are pale bluish in ground-colour, with

profuse blotching of dull red all over their surface, the

general efiect of the colour-scheme being a dark greenish egg.

The Cuckoo's egg has been improved and perfected, until we get

a type very similar in general colour to that of a Crow's egg

but it is not alike in shape, for it is generally a shorter, blunter

oval and in size it is much smaller.

The above three examples may all be said to be instances of

complete evolution but I purposely use the term perfect evolu-

tion only in reference to the first two birds' eggs (C. jacobinus

and If. varius). Here we have eggs so close to those of their

foster-parent in colour, shape and size that often human eye-

sight is not acute enough to distinguish between the two. In

the second case, the eggs of the Eed-winged Crested Cuckoo and
those of the Laughing Thrushes are very alike in colour and also

in bulk, though- their shape betrays them at once to the human
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eye. In the third case, although we have an excellent and
apparently sufficient simulation of the colour of the Crow's egg
by the Koel's egg, yet any child could tell the difterence between
the two.

After reading the above, it will doubtless be asked whether
the Cuckoos referred to do not ever deposit their eggs in birds'

nests other than their normal fosterers.

As regards the first two birds, H. varius and C. jacohinus,,

certainly one hundred eggs will be found in the nests of Argya
and T'urdoides to every one in any other bird's nest.

GlaTnator coroniandus lays' at least ten times in the nests of

G. pectoralis or G. moniliger to every once in other birds' nests

and even then she generall}'- deposits her egg in the nest of some
other Garrulax, Dn/onastes, or Trochalopteruvi, which ai-e very

closely allied birds and which lay eggs either very much like, or

rather like, those of the proper fosterers.

The Koel may be said never to lay in any nest but in that of

the true Crows. The only exceptions to the many thousands of

eggs recorded are a few deposited in the nests of Magpies in

Northern Burma and West China and one instance of its being

laid in a Myna's (Acridothet-es tristis) nest.

Wema}^ say, therefore, in the three examples given, the first

including two species of Cuckoo, we have eggs which have
arrived at a point in their evolution which is perfect or complete.

Even if not perfect in human eyes, the adaptation in resemblance

between the eggs of the Cuckoo and foster-parent is so great

that a single type of the latter suffices over the whole range of

the former to ensure a sufficient number of young Cuckoos being

annually reared to replace normal loss. Further, the resemblance

is sufficiently perfect to ensure deception of the fosterers without

there being any necessity for variation in the Cuckoo's egg.

The above may, I think, be taken also as examples of wholly

stabilized evolution, but it is perhaps advisable to explain that

even this stability varies somewhat in degree. Thus in the eggs

of both the Crested Cuckoos and in Hierococcyx varius the colour

is always the same and varies only very slightly in depth of tint.

In the Koel, however, the variation is gi-eater and, in fact, in

this respect it may even be an advance in evolution over those of

the others, for the variation in tint of colour, of extent of

marking, etc., may all be evolved in order to give the possessor a

better chance of escaping rejection.

All Crows' eggs vary greatly in colour ; some are pale, some
dark ; some greener, some browner ; in some the reddish

markings predominate, in others they are almost absent. To
suit such variation in colour there are two possible types of

evolution which would occur to us as most useful : first, the pro-

duction of an average coloured egg which would agree with an
average number of Crows' eggs ; secondly, a similar variation in

degree of coloration in both Crows' and Cuckoos' eggs, so that an
average number of eggs would match. The latter scheme is the
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one which has prevailed and its value is cui^iously increased

when we find, as we do, that in certain areas both Crows' and
Koels' eggs show a certain tendency to a certain type, or degree

of colour intensity. Thus the eggs of both Crows and Cuckoos
in Assam eastwards average dark ; those from the dry areas of

Northern India average paler, whilst those from the dry desei-t

ai-eas of Sind, etc., are palest of all. Then when we come to

Ceylon and the wet coasts of Malabar and Travancore, we again

come back to dark eggs, whilst the drier regions of Ceylon seem
to have a special reddish type confined to that island.

There are, of course, many more similar instances of perfect

or complete evolution. For instance, there is Clamator glandarius

in (Spain and other parts of Europe which deposits its egg in the

nests of Magpies but the examples given are sufficient, I hope,

to prove that in some cases certain species of Cuckoos always lay

the same type of egg and, normally, always cuckold the same
species of foster-parents.

There is, however, another form of complete evolution which
is even more interesting than the last and this is dimorphic

evolution, or even, if 1 may use such a word, polymorphic

evolution.

There are some species of Cuckoo which cover a far wider

range of country than is covered by any one possible fosterer,

and in some instances of this nature we find in their eggs the

most wonderful contrasting examples of evolution.

The two most striking instances of dimorphic evolution known
to me are to be found in the eggs of the two Cuckoos, Cucidus

poliocejjhalus and Hierococcyx sparveroides.

Cticuhts poliocephalus is a small Cuckoo which ranges from the

"Western Himalayas through the mountains of China to Japan.

Over much of her western area she deposits her eggs in the nests

of several of the small warblers of the genera Phylloscojyus and
Acanthopneuste. All these little birds lay either pure white eggs

or eggs which are white, sparsely spotted. Moreover, she more
often selects as fosterers those species which lay pure white eggs

rather than those which lay spotted ones and her favourites

seem to be Acantliopneuste occi2ntalis and A. magnirostris. With
these fosterers a white egg is laid.

In Japan C. poliocephalus is as common as she is in the Hima-
layas, but here she selects as fosterer the equally common little

Gettia cantans, a species which lays a remarkably beautiful deep

terra-cotta or chocolate-pink egg. She seems to deposit her eggs

almost invariably in this bird's nest and, accordingly, the egg she

lays is similarly coloured, matching extremely well the fosterer's

egg in everything but size. I believe the Eev. F. C. R. Jourdain

has received specimens of this Cuckoo's eggs with other fosterers

but he informs me that these eggs were taken by a Japanese col-

lector about Avhom we know little and the late Alan Owston,

who sent me over 30 of this Cuckoo's eggs, said he had never

known it lay iu anything but nests of Cetiia. Throughout the
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Chinese Hills I have little evidence of a sufficiently reliable

nature for me to say what kind of egg the bird lays, but what
little thei-e is would lead one to suppose it to be the same as the

Japanese form. In Eastern India our evidence is ample and

here we find that the two types overlap so that from Assam to

Garhwal we get both the pure white and the chocolate type but

the first is the common one to the West, the second the more

common in the East, In India, however, we have no true

Cettia and accordingly we find that the normal fosterers in this

country for the red eggs are the various species of the genus

Horornis, all of which lay dark chocolate eggs which go well with

the dark form of Cuckoo's egg. Other nests in which the Hima-
layan Cuckoo deposits her terra-cotta eggs are those of Tesia and
Oligura, both genera (if they are divisible from one another) of

birds which lay pink eggs not contrasting greatly with those of

the Cuckoo,

It is true that with this last Cuckoo we have a great many
instances of both red and white eggs being placed in nests

containing eggs which are quite unlike their normal fosterers

but this is what occurs more or less with every Cuckoo. It

occurs least of all with those Cuckoos in which evolution has

proceeded farthest, most with those Cuckoos in which the

destruction of the unfit has only just commenced to operate. In

the present case, however, neither of these factors can be con-

sidered alone. Here we have a bird, the eggs of which in each

extreme of its habitat have by the process of elimination arrived

at one definite type, which is in every way complete in so far as

its local needs are concerned, whilst in the neutral country

between the two extremes we have both types of eggs laid and

consequently we obtain frequent instances of mistaken depositing.

Eggs so deposited are probably not hatched in many instances

and we shall thus, by the gradual elimination of the unfit, finally

get two definite types of egg laid by the same species of bird

within the same area, but always normally placed in its proper

type of foster-parents' nest.

The next example of Cuckoo shows a further advance in this

direction. Hierococcyx sj)arveroides lays two types of egg which

contrast quite as strongly in colour as do those of Cucuhis polio-

cephalus and we here also have a coincident variation in the size

of the Cuckoos' eggs.

This bird, the Large Hawk Cuckoo, lays two types of eggs.

The first is a dark olive-brown egg, varying somewhat in depth

of colour and in the degree of olive tint. The surface is hard

and glossy and the shape a very elegant, pointed oval. This egg

is laid in the nest of the Great Spider-Hunter, Arachnothera

magna and at least 20 eggs of the Cuckoo will be found in this

bird's nest to one elsewhere and even of these latter the great

majority will be taken in the nests of the Little Shortwing,

Heteroocenicus nipalensis. The eggs of both the Spider-Hunter
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and the Shortwing are very like those of the Cuckoo, the former

more especially.

The second type of egg is a bright pale blue, similar in other

respects to the brown egg, but much bigger. This egg is deposited

in the nests of the Laughing Thrushes which lay eggs of a

similar, sometimes almost indistinguishable, type to those of the

Hawk Cuckoo. Another favourite fosterer is the Whistling

Thrush, Myiophoneus Ti. temminckii, which lays eggs very like

pale, washed-out specimens of those of blackbirds.

Now the blue eggs are laid by this Hawk Cuckoo all over its

range in the Himalayas from the North-West, where they were
taken by Col. Rattray, A. E, Osmaston, and others, right away
to the Burmese Hills, where a great number have been taken

by Messrs. K. Macdonald, J. M. D. Mackenzie, C. Hopwood,
P. Wickham, and others. The brown type, on the other hand,

appears to occur only in Assam, and even there practically only

in the hills south and east of the Brahmaputra. The reason,

however, does not require much searching for, as it is only in

this tract of country that the Spider-Hunter occurs in sufficiently

large numbers to ensure a constant supply of fosterers. Even
in Assam, however, the blue-egg laying Cuckoo is almost as

common as the other, so that here we get about an equal number
of both eggs. There is, in spite of this, no intermediate form of

egg in this area, nor do we ever find a blue egg in a Spider-

Hunter's nest or a brown egg in that of a Laughing Thrush.

The last two examples are, as I have already pointed out, not

quite parallel. C. poliocephalus lays two contrasting types of

egg. In each extreme of its habitat only one form is laid,

agreeing closel}" with the one type of fosterer selected but in the

centre of this Cuckoo's habitat the two types of egg occur in

equal numbers and the process of elimination has not yet arrived

at a point where it has succeeded in wiping out all individuals

which lay their eggs in wrong nests. H. sparveroides has

advanced a stage further ; it also lays two strongly contrasting

types of egg, but it lays one type of egg which is blue from
extreme east to extreme west of its habitat, whilst in one com-
paratively small district, only some 700 miles long, it lays a

second brown type of egg which has been evolved to suit

exclusively one particular fosterer, which is sufficiently numerous
and, presumably, exceptionally suitable in other respects.

In both the above examples evolution seems to have advanced

to a Stage of completion or stability in regard to coloration and

size of egg but in the one, G. poliocephalus, there still remains a

complete degree of stability to be acquired in the selection of

fosterers over a portion of the area inhabited. I should, how-
ever, say that, even in this instance, I personally place little

importance on the fact that numerous eggs are laid in the nests

of more or less abnormal fosterers, as this can be accounted for

in many rational ways. This point I deal with more fully later

on.
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Turning now to instances of evolution which are incomplete

but which show considerable advance, there can be no better

example than that of the little Cuckoo, Caccomantis passerinus.

This Cuckoo is found in different geographical races from Ceylon,

through practically the whole of the Indian Empire. In many
portions of its area we do not yet know what are its normal
fosterers or we have not yet sufficient evidence to show to what
degree evolution has progressed. We may say, however, that

over most of its range it lays principally in the nests of Oisticola,

Orthotomics and Franklinia ; in the Nilgiris and adjoining hills

it breeds freely, making use of the nest of Prinia inornata ; in

Assam and the North-East, where it is possibly more common
than anywhere else, the fosterers selected are of the genera Suya
and Gisticola ; whilst in Hyderabad (Deccan) Prinia socialis seems
to form the sole fosterer.

Has anything been evolved towards perfecting the resemblance

of the eggs of Caccomantis to those of its many fosterei-s ? The
answer is " Tes, much "

; and if Ave take them seriatim as given

above, we shall find that this is so.

Roughly speaking, the eggs of Cisticola, Orthotomus and
Franklinia are either white or pale blue in ground-colour and
are speckled with dark brown in the first-named ; blotched,

spotted, or speckled with various shades of red or brown in the

second and third. Orthotomus is the most common of the three

genera and also the most universally distributed and with the

longest breeding-season. Caccomantis over all this area lays an

Qg^ YQi-j like that of Orthotomus and not strikingly unlike that

of the two other genera. The ground-colour varies from white

to blue just as it does in the fosterer's eggs but the blotches are

generally larger, paler and more smudgy in character than in

any of the other eggs except those of Orthotomibs and they are

also decidedly larger.

In the Nilgiris the Cuckoos' eggs seem always to be pale blue

with blotches of reddish, whilst those of its local fosterer, Prinia

inornata, are blue with dark, bold blotches of reddish black or

blood -red.

In Assam the fosterers selected, Suya and Gisticola, lay,

the former, eggs which are white to rather deep blue-green,

marked in many ways with specks, spots, and small blotches of

reddish to blackish br-own, the latter, white or very pale blue

eggs speckled with brown. Of the two fosterers, birds of the

genus Sioya are the more popular, both khasiana and crinigera

being impartially cuckolded.

Many of the Cuckoos' eggs agree fairly well with the eggs of

Cisticola but many cannot, unless one tests the shell and weighs

the egg, be distinguished from those of the other foster-parents

of the genus Suya. I have seen as many as fifty eggs of these

birds in one season in the Khasia Hills, but I am quite sure

that many of these would have escaped my notice had I not been

always on the look-out for Cuckoos' eggs and naturally suspicious
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of any egg in the least differing from the others. Once suspicion

was aroused and one knew the differences to expect, it was, of

course, very easy to say whether or not the egg was that of a

Cuckoo. The differences are those to which I have ah^eady

referred, viz., a very stout, heavy shell of rather coarse texture,

a feebly coloured yolk and a weight far greater than that of

similarly sized eggs of the foster-parent.

Mr. C. E. M. Swynnerton has already referred to the question

of polymorphic colouring of the eggs of Cuckoos (Ibis, 1918,

p. 127) and also of the foster-parents, and I also have com-
mented on it (Ibis, 1913, p. 384).

When we come to Hyderabad we find the most ext^raordinary

case of nearly completed evolution which I know of in the whole
history of Cuckoos' eggs. The bird selected as fosterer within a

very small area only a few miles across, round about this city, is

little Prinia socialis, a bird which lays a bright red egg, utterly

unlike the eggs of any of the other fosterers. Yet we find with-

in this tiny area, where the Cuckoo is very common, a red egg

has been evolved in order to ensure the preservation of the

species. Why Prinia socialis should have been selected as a

foster-parent is not very obvious, for though it is extremely

common in Hyderabad, breeding in every garden and hedge, yet

Orthoiomus also is not i-are and one would have thought would
have sufficed. Evidently, however, Prinia socialis is the better

foster-parent for local needs as it has completely ousted the

Tailor-Bird within Hyderabad, though only a few miles away
from the city the former bird is deserted and the latter again

imposed upon.

It would seem that this evolution of a red egg is comparatively

modern, as it has not reached the stability of nwj of the eggs

which I have cited as examples of complete evolution. The
original discoverer of this red egg was Professor K. Burnett of

the Hyderabad College, to whom I owe a beautiful series, others

being taken by Col. R. Sparrow, Sergt. T. Kemp, etc. Professor

Burnett having found two red eggs took one and sent it to me.

The second was hatched and the bird, when fully fledged, also

forwarded to me and its identity so made certain. In collecting

a series, however, Professor Burnett found it much easier to get

fully red eggs than such as were intermediate between them and
the visual types of this Cuckoo's eggs. After many years con-

stant work by Professor Burnett and a final most generous gift

to me of his whole series, I have been able to link up the red

eggs with the others, thus giving a most perfect demonstration

of an egg in the course of evolution. Unfortunately these little

eggs fade very rapidly, possibly becaicse of their recent evolution,

and neither plates, magic-lantern slides, nor the eggs themselves,

give a proper idea of their beautiful colouring when fresh.

With this example before us it hardly seems necessary to

labour further the question of whether Cuckoos' eggs are still

undergoing some phase of evolution, but in discussing the
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evolution of the eggs of our CommonCuckoo, Guculus canorus,
the point will repeatedly come up. Cuculus canorus, which may
be taken as the type of Cuckoo in which evolution is most back-
ward, is the Cuckoo with the greatest range of all Cuckoos,
ranging practically throughout Europe and Asia as well as
through much of Africa. The geographical races with which I
am best acquainted are C. c. canorus, breeding in Europe, O. c.

telephonus, breeding in Western and ISTorthern Asia, and
G. c. bakeri, breeding in the Eastern Himalayas, Burma and,
probably, Western tropical China where the mountains are high
enough, i. e. 5000 feet and over. The degree of evolution
obtained varies greatly in the different geographical races and,
moreover, it even varies greatly in individual strains in each
race.

Taking first our English Cuckoo, Cuculus canorus canorus,
we do not find that evolution has advanced very far. The com-
mon fosterers cuckolded by this bird are the Wagtail, Motacilla
alba, the Eobin, the Reed- Warbler, the Pipits, Anthus pratensis
and Anthus trivialis and the Hedge-Sparrow. There is certainly
no example of perfected evolution in England. If we take the
Hedge- Accentor first, we find that there is no such thing as a
blue Cuckoo's egg known in England, although one or two
reputed eggs are in collections. The nearest approach to blue
eggs is probably shown by the series collected by Mr. Owen
round about Felsted, which are a rather pale blue-grey, sparsely
spotted and blotched with darker. If we examine large series

of eggs taken by genuine collectors with the three fosterers,

Pipits, Wagtails, and Reed-Warblers, we find that the Cuckoos'
eggs go very fairly well with all of them and also that the con-
trast is not very startling as between them and the Robin's eggs.
This looks, therefore, as if evolution had arrived at a point at
which an inconspicuous egg had been evolved which agrees com-
paratively well with the five normal fosterers, whilst in respect to
the Hedge-Sparrow it would appear that this bird is so extremely
foolish that little or no evolution has taken place, or indeed, is

necessary.

A closer examination, however, of lai-ge series of eggs, although
it shows no case of evolution such as is found in the eggs of the
Cuckoos we have previously dealt with, does show signs of some-
thing taking place in the way of elimination of the unfit. In one
hundred sets of each of the five fosterers named, I find that of those
eggs placed in the nests of Wagtails, the majority are rather pale,

whilst the general trend of those placed in the nests of Pipits
and Reed-Warblers are rather dark. Amongst the eggs of

Cuckoos found in Robins' nests there are certainly a greater
percentage of eggs with a reddish tint, although pale ones do not,

as we should expect, appear to be any more numerous than dark
ones ; finally, with the Hedge-Sparrow we find almost any type
of egg, though even amongst these we get Mr. Owen's beautiful

series of rather bluish eggs.
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In England, unfortunately, a large proportion of the Cuckoos'
eggs in collections have been supplied by dealers who, even if

they would not cheat intentionally, are themselves deceived by
the menwho supply them, who are generally paid prices according
to the rarity of the foster-parent with which they are supposed to

have been taken. For this reason we have to dismiss from our
calculations about two-thirds of the eggs in private collections.

Outside the five best known fosterers, there are a few others well
authenticated which we may accept as normal fosterers, such as

the Sedge-Warbler, Spotted Flycatcher and one or two others.

As regards the rest, I cannot consider them as anything but
abnormal or casual. Dr. K. Williams, nearly forty years ago,

showed how certain Cuckoos which normally cuckolded Wagtails,
Robins, and Hedge-Sparrows, occasionally deposited their eggs in

the nest of practically any other small bird building within the
area they covered when they could not find a nest of the species

they really wanted.
Perhaps no one in England has personally taken more Cuckoos'

eggs than Dr. Williams, whomI found to be possessed of a wealth
of knowledge on the subject. The greater number of his eggs
were given by him to Dr. Rey but I was so fortunate as to

obtain nearly 150 from him after he had ceased sending them to

that gentleman. From these most interesting sets, I find that
practically all the casual eggs laid in such nests as those of the
Bullfinch, Linnet, Greenfinch, Wren, Chiff-ChaflT, etc., can be
matched with those of Cuckoos which year after year deposited
their eggs in the nests of some one of the three birds which in

his vicinity provided the normal fosterers.

Continental Cuckoos seem to have advanced considerably
further in evolution than have the individuals which yearly seek
our shores for breeding purposes. True, we cannot say that in any
instance complete or perfect evolution has been arrived at but
many instances show that elimination has already been very busy
and thus certain fosterers have been accepted through sufficient

generations to allow of all those Cuckoos who laid eggs in striking
contrast to their own to be completely exterminated. Thus we
find that the Cuckoos' eggs now placed in the nests of many birds

such as the Great Reed-Warbler, the Red-backed Shrike and a
few others, approach very closely both in colour and character to

the eggs of their foster-parents. The degree of resemblance varies

greatly, some eggs ai'e an excellent match and some are only fair,

whilst strongly contrasting eggs are in a very small minority and
even these, of course, may have been deposited by Cuckoos
normally cuckolding other fosterers.

Perhaps the greatest advance shown by Continental Cuckoos is

the evolution of a blue egg to resemble those of the Redstart with
which they are placed. This blue egg seems normally to be laid

only by certain individuals which breed in the Baltic States and
East Prussia, more especially in Finland. Even here, however,
blue Cuckoos' eggs are not always placed with the blue Redstarts'
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eggs and it would seem that whilst a few individual Cuckoos
have reached a very high degree of evolution in this respect, the

great majority are still only in its earliest stages.

Leaving the European Cuckoo and moving farther east into

Asia, we find a very closely allied form , Gucuhos canortis telephonus,

apparently depositing eggs which are much further advanced in

evolution. Unfortunately, we have not much material to work
on but even among the few eggs I have seen of this bird —under
two hundred —there appear to be many cases of advanced
evolution. The most noticeable, perhaps, are to be fovind in the

very close i^esemblance between the eggs of the Red-backed
Shrike, Lanius schach erythronotus, the Spotted Forktail,

Enicurus maculatits maculatus and the eggs of the Cuckoos
which respectively victimize these two birds.

Again, we find that Calliope seems to form a favourite fosterer

for this Cuckoo, and all the eggs placed in the nests of these birds

have a very distinct blue ground also, one or two being but very
faintly marked.

These eggs were all taken in the extreme North- West of India,

but the farther east we work, the moi^e advanced the evolution.

In the Central Himalayas the two favourite fosterers seem to be

Trochaloptericm lineatum and Larvivora hrunnea, or, in certain

areas, /S'axicoZa torquata indica and Oreicola ferrea. The first two
birds lay unicoloured bright blue eggs, the last two, bluish eggs

very faintly marked with pale reddish. To go with these eggs

we have a beautiful blue egg evolved and it is seldom one finds a

Cuckoo's egg of any colour but blue placed in the nests of these

birds. Working yet farther east we come to another race of

Cuckoo, Guculus canorus hakeri, a very sedentary bird, breeding

at comparatively low levels and migrating for very short distances

into the plains in winter.

As with the other races, so with this species, the number of

fosterers cuckolded is very la.rge, and we have no signs that

evolution has been in existence long enough to eliminate all but

those Cuckoo individuals which deposit their eggs in only the

nests of one, two, or a few of the bii'ds which are the most
suitable for the purpose of bringing up their young. Wedo,

however, find that normally, the number of species called upon
to rear the young Cuckoo is much more restricted than it is

farther west. For example, in Assam, nineteen out of twenty
eggs —perhaps a much greater percentage even than this —will

be found in the nests of the two genera Cisticola and Sioya, both

consisting of small Warblers which swarm all over the hills

above 4000 feet, or in the nests of Pipits. The Cisticolas are of

two species, C. c. cursiians, extremely common, and C. iytleri,

rather rare. The former lays a tiny white or bluish-white egg

speckled or spotted with reddish brown ; the latter lays a bright

blue egg boldly spotted with very dark brown. The eggs of the

Suyas vary much more, indeed they may be said to be poly-

morphic, for the ground colour may be white, pink, bluish, blue-
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green or greyish pink and the character of the markings is ahiaost

as varied as the ground-colour. The most common type of egg
undoubtedly

,
has the ground white to pink or pinky-grey,

the surface profusely covei'ed with small spots and specks of

reddish brown. Now evolution has produced for this Cuckoo in

Assam, eggs which vary from pure white with numerous small

specks of reddish, to deep pink heavily marked throughout with
vai'ious shades of reddish brown. The first type is generally

placed in the nests of Cisticola and agrees with the eggs of that

bird in all respects but size ; the second type of egg is most often

deposited in the nest of Suya and agrees well with the most
common red type of that bird's egg.

As regards the Pipits, two species are called upon to do duty,

the first, Anthus richardi striolatus, a very rare bird which breeds

on one or two ridges only, and Anthus richardi ruftdus which
breeds in considerable numbers up to about 5000 feet or a little

higher. Here the only signs of evolution traceable are in the

fact that the majority of Cuckoos' eggs deposited in these nests

are dark and therefore do not contrast strongly with those of

the Pipit.

With G. G. hakeri, blue eggs are much less common than they
are with 0. c, ielephonus, doubtless because suitable fosterers

laying blue eggs are not available. We, however, do find such
eggs occasionally, and these most often in the nests of either

Liothrix lutea or Mesia argentauris, birds which lay bright blue

eggs marked boldly with reddish brown or purple-black. In these

cases, too, we often find that the blue Cuckoos' eggs are more or

less spotted. It would be possible to continue instances of

incipient and partial evolution in the eggs of Gticulus canorus

and its geographical races almost ad infinitum, but perhaps more
than enough has been written to prove beyond all doubt that

the three degrees of evolution taken as a basis for this article

do exist.

From Australia I have not been able to obtain any material to

help me much in my work. This has been because, as in

England, collectors vie with one another not in getting eggs to

prove some theory or to form a basis for another but in

getting eggs with a great variety of fosterer. Future work by
Messrs. Orton, Berthling, Archer, and others should prove of

great assistance and value and material should be available before

long sufficient to enable us to decide what is happening in

Australia.

I have not commented on many other Cuckoos, the eggs of

which are fairly well known, such as various species of Chalco-

coccyas, Sierococcyx nisicolor and fugax, Penthocerycc sonnerati,

Sumicidus, etc., etc., as though none of these afix)rd any evidence

contradicting what I have written, yet none of them afibrd such
good instances of the various stages of evolution as those I have
selected for the purpose.

Perhaps, before leaving the subject of Cuckoos and their eggs.
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I may be permitted briefly to refer to the method adopted by
Cuckoos for placing their eggs in the nests of other birds.

Mr, Chance has proved that sometimes at least, C. canorus lays

her eggs direct into the nests of Pipits, whilst Mr. Scobey has
almost equally well proved that she does not always do so in the
nests of Wagtails but deposits them therein with her bill.

Now in India, Hierococcyx sparveroides could certainly never get
inside a nest of Arachnothera magna, not only because it is too

small, but the shape of the nest prevents it. On the only occasion

on which I have personally taken an egg of this Cuckoo from this

bird's nest and also seen the Cuckoo at it, all the latter did was
to cling desperately for a second or so to the outside of the nest,

or to the stalk of the leaf beside it, whilst the parent Spider-
Hunters ineffectively hustled her. Certainly, I cannot say I saw
her place the egg inside the nest with her bill but, equally
certainly, she did not get inside it, yet the egg was there when
I arrived. Again, I have' seen, and others have seen, Clamator
jacohinus deposit her egg in the nest of Argya with her bill,

though it is probable that both C. jacohinus and C. coromandus
do, not infrequently, lay direct into the nests of these genera.

Cuculus c. hakeri lays the great majority of her eggs in the
nests of Cisticola and Suya, both genera which build tiny egg-
shaped nests of grass far too small to contain the Cuckoo chick
when half grown, much less large enough to allow a Cuckoo to

sit in them. I have seen very many hundreds of these little

birds' nests with Cuckoos' eggs in them and it was obvious from
their perfect condition that no attempt had been made by the
Cuckoo to get inside them. When the young Cuckoo hatches
and commences to grow, the grass-work of the nests expands so

as to form a trellis-work round it until finally it bursts and the
young Cuckoo either falls to the ground or remains perched
on a pad of broken-down nest. But Cuckoos' eggs have been
taken from nests even more impossible of access than these grass

nests. Thus Mr. J. Livesey and Capt. Bates found a Cuckoo's
egg in the nest of a Phylloscopus built in a hole in a ti"ee, the
entrance to which was only big enough for the tiny warblers to

go in and out. The nest was some way in and the Cuckoo's egg
'n rolling in had smashed one of the eggs of the owner in falling.

Twice I have taken eggs of Cuculus c. bakeri from hollow bam-
boos in which an Ahrornis had built its nest and in neither of

these cases could the old Cuckoo have got more than its head
into the hole, whilst the young Cuckoo, if hatched, could certainly

never have got out. Col. R. H. Rattray found an egg of G. c.

telephonus in Danga Gali, near Murree, placed in the nest of

Acanthopneuste occipitalis. This nest was in amongst the roots of

a tree and the Cuckoo had had a desperate struggle to get even
its head to the nest, losing m&njneck feathers in its final struggle

to overcome the last inch or two. Messrs. Inglis & Primrose
took several eggs of Ghalcococcyx from the nests of jEthopyga
seherice and in no case were any of these tiny fragile nests
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injured in anyway, as they must have been had the Cuckoo tried

to force an entry into them. Yet again, Mr. W. E. Wait found
a young Siorniculus in the nest of a Rhopocichla nigrifrons in

Ceylon, and this young bird, though not half-grown, completely

tilled the nest, into which no full-grown bird could possibly

have crept.

I understand that Mr. Chance suggests that even when
Cuckoos do not enter nests for the purpose of laying their eggs,

they place themselves in such a position that they can shoot the

eggs by natural means into the nest direct from the oviduct but
this suggestion may be negatived from the fact that Cuckoos very

seldom smash the eggs of the tiny foster-parents with their own
heavy eggs, which would assuredly be the result if they adopted
such a method. Moreover, many nests are so placed that no
Cuckoo could obtain a foothold which would enable her to assume
a position suitable for such an action ; whilst many other nests

are so fragile that they would never stand the weight of an adult

Cuckoo hanging on to them during her acrobatic performances.

I have dealt in this paper with only one aspect of Evolution

in regard to Cuckoos and their eggs but this subject opens out a

very wide field for observation. Thus certain recent theories of
'• age and area " are certainly not confirmed by a study of the

distribution of the CucuUdce. A.gain, many of the tenets of

Mendelism and the heredity of acquired characteristics seem to

be contradicted by the evolution of Cuckoos' eggs. But these

are big subjects and I merely refer to them here to show how
great an asset a wisely acquired collection of eggs may be in the

study of evolution and connected sciences.

-EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate I.

Fig. 1. Clamator jacohinus. An oviduct egg.

3. „ „ Ex nest of Turdoides terricolor.

2. Turdoides terricolor. "^

^.
Argya caudata.

i-CommoniosteveistoC.JacobinusandH.varius.
5. Turdoides griseus striatus. I

''

6. Argya suhrufa. J
7. Sierococcyx varitts. An oviduct egg.

8. Clamator coromandus. Ex nest of Garrulax moniliger.

9. Sierococcyx varius. Ex nest of Argya caudata.

10. Grammatoptila striata. Commonfosterer in extreme N.W. Range.
11. Garrulax moniliger. 7 ^j^^ ^^^ ^^^^ common fosterers to C. coromandus.
12. „ pectorans. )

Plate II.

Fig. 1. Corvtis coronoides culminatus. (Siam.)

3. JEudynamis scolopaceus. Prom nest of 1.

2. Corvus splendens insolens. (Burma.)
4. JEudynamis scolopaceus. From nest of 2.

5. „ „ Prom nest of 7.

7. Corvus splendens splendens. (Beliar, N. India.)

6. Corvus splendens protegatus. (Ceylon.)

8. Miidynamis scolopaceus. From nest of 6.

9. Corvus coronoides intermedius. (Assam.)
10. ^udynamis scolopaceus. From nest of 9.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. XX. 20
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Plate III.

Fig. 1. Cuculus polioeepJialus. White type from nest of 2.

2. AcantJiopneusfe occipifalis.

3. Cncuhts poliocepfialus. White tj'pe from nest of 4.

4. Fhyllosco'pus affinis.

5. Cuculus poliocephalus. Red type from nest of Cettia cantans.

6. Cettia cantans. (Japan.)

7. Cuctihi.i poliocepJialus. From nest oi Sorornis fortipes.

8. Sorornisfortipes. (Assam.)

9 to 11. Hierococcyx sparveroides. Brown type from nests of Araclinothera

magna.
12 to 15. Araclinothera magna. (Assam.)

16 to IS. Hierococci/.r sparveroides. Blue type from nests of Garrulax
moniliger and lantJwcincla cineracea.

19. lanthocincla cineracea. (Bm-ma.)

Plate IV.

Figs. 1 to 4. Caceomantis meruliniis. Blue types from nests of 5 to 9.

5, 6. Ortliotomns sutoritis.

7. Franhlinia gracilis.

8, 9. Suya crinigera.

10 to 14. Caceomantis merulimis. White types from nests of 15 to 19.

16, 16. Orthotomus sutorius.

17, 18. iS«^rt crinigera.

19. Cisticola cursitans.

20 to 23. \ Caceomantis merulinus. Pink types ranging fi-om the least to the

25 to 27. ) best developed type, all from nests of Frinia socialis.

24 & 28. Frinia socialis.


